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Abstract—Link instability and channel interference cause significant performance degradation to mobile ad hoc cognitive networks
(MACNets). Existing work designs routing and assigns channels separately or does not consider mobility prediction and channel
vacation to primary nodes. In this paper, we investigate how to jointly optimize route setup and channel assignment. Firstly, we
propose an integrated data transmission cost (IDTC) to quantitatively measure the communication quality of links. This novel routing
metric IDTC integratively considers 1) node mobility, 2) co-channel interference among primary and cognitive nodes, 3) relay
workload on a specified channel, and 4) distance between the relay and the destination node. We, then, design channel assignment
algorithms that completely avoid the interference with primary nodes and minimize the conflict to cognitive nodes. Finally, we propose
a joint stable routing and channel assignment (J-SRCA) protocol based on mobility prediction for the network throughput
maximization. In our J-SRCA, each link selected hop by hop is simultaneously assigned an interference-avoiding channel during
a route setup. NS2-based simulation results demonstrate that our J-SRCA significantly improves various network performance, and
the higher interference degree cognitive networks experience, the more improvement our J-SRCA will bring to the networks.

Index Terms—Cognitive network, stable routing, channel assignment, mobility model, multi-hop ad hoc network
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1 INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE networks can partly solve the spectrum scarcity
problem through dynamic spectrum access [1], where

cognitive nodes (CNs) can dynamically sense and opportu-
nistically employ unused spectrum licensed to primary
nodes (PNs). A CN, however, has to immediately vacate the
channel when the corresponding PN activates again [2].

The stable routing is a fundamental issue in mobile ad
hoc cognitive networks (MACNets) because the network
performance highly depends on the stability of routes
selected by routing protocols [5], [6]. The link stability in
MACNets suffers from node mobility and channel inter-
ference with not only CNs but also PNs. In MACNets,
frequently changing PN activities and node mobility make
available channels of CNs changing over time and over
locations [3]. A ‘‘stable route’’ selected only in terms of
mobility may become unavailable soon due to the commu-
nication of adjacent PNs and CNs. Further, stable routing
in multi-hop multi-flow MACNets becomes even worse

because multiple links potentially interfere with each other.
Therefore, routing and channel assignment in MACNets
should be jointly designed and optimized [2], [4] together
with the node mobility prediction.

In this paper, we propose a joint stable routing and channel
assignment (J-SRCA) protocol based on the mobility predic-
tion to solve the above challenging issues. For the route
selection, we focus on making a path available as long as
possible. For the channel assignment, we consider an
optimal solution that completely avoids the impact to PNs
and at the same time, mitigates both intra- and inter-flow
interferences among CNs. Compared with existing
schemes, our approach significantly improves system
performance in mobile cognitive environments, through
comprehensively considering the mobility prediction and
cross-layer design. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first paper that has addressed the J-SRCA problem in multi-
channel multi-flow mobile cognitive networks. Main con-
tributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) We formally define the joint stable routing and channel
assignment (J-SRCA) problem. The objective of the
J-SRCA problem is to maximize system throughput
of multi-hop multi-channel multi-flow MACNets.

(2) We propose a new integrated data transmission cost
(IDTC) to quantitatively measure the communica-
tion quality of links. It considers not only the path
stability that suffers from node mobility, unexpect-
ed PN activities, co-channel interference among
inter- and intra-flows, but also path length and
relay workload on the assigned channel.

(3) We propose and implement a novel distributed and
cross-layer protocol J-SRCA, which reside between
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MAC and network layers, to coordinate stable
route selection and interference-avoiding channel
assignment. The J-SRCA protocol is built on our
transmission cost model IDTC, channel assignment
algorithms and geography information.

(4) Our approach minimizes the channel interference.
Any link that potentially impacts PNs due to lack of
available channel is completely excluded by our
J-SRCA protocol. Moreover, our J-SRCA pays
higher priority to avoiding the inter-flow interfer-
ence than the intra-flow interference.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe a motivated scenario. Section 3
presents the network model, formalizes the J-SRCA prob-
lem and proposes a channel interference model. In Section 4,
we present a stability prediction model and a routing
measure metric IDTC, and propose the channel assignment
algorithms and J-SRCA protocol. We systematically exam-
ine our approach by testing and evaluating the J-SRCA with
related proposals using NS2-based simulation system in
Section 5. Section 6 briefly reviews related work. Section 7
concludes this paper.

2 SCENARIO AND MOTIVATION

We illustrate the significance of our J-SRCA protocol
through the following scenario, shown in Fig. 1. Each CN
has a set of available channels marked below the node. CN5

with the mark ‘‘(c1-c4)’’, e.g., may use channel set {c1, c2, c3,
c4}.PN1 andPN2 are using their licensed channels c1 and c2,
respectively.CN4,CN5,CN7 andCN8 move eastwardly at the
speedof1m/s;andCN3 andCN6 movetowardsPN1 andPN2

at the speed of 0.5 m/s, respectively. There are two data
flows: flow 1 fromCN1 toCN9 while flow 2 fromCN2 toCN10.
Note that four kinds of lines denote four different channels.

Initial network topology is illustrated in Fig. 1a. Intui-
tively,CN1 can select any of three nodes:CN3,CN4 andCN5 as
the next hop and there are three candidate paths:
P1¼ðCN1!CN3!CN9Þ, P2¼ðCN1!CN4 ! CN7 ! CN9Þ
and P3 ¼ ðCN1 ! CN5 ! CN7 ! CN9Þ. After 10 seconds,
however,CN3 enters into the range ofPN1 andCN5 moves out

of the radio range of CN1, shown in Fig. 1b. For simplicity, we
assume that the interference range of each radio is almost equal
to its transmission range in this specific scenario. As a result,P1

can work within only 10 s becauseCN3 will interfere withPN1.
Similarly, P3 also will become unavailable after 10 s because
CN5 moves out of the radio range of CN1. Comparatively, P2

potentially is the most stable among ‘1;3, ‘1;4 and ‘1;5, where
‘i;j represents the link between CNi and CNj. So, a routing
setup should select the links with longer duration. Based on
such the principle, CN1 and CN2 select CN4 and CN5 as their
next hops, respectively. On the other hand, according to the
routing protocol proposed in [3], a path chosen in multi-radio
networks should satisfy higher channel diversity in the path.

After integrating the above two regulations, flow 1
selects path P2 ¼ ðCN1 �!

c1
CN4 �!

c2
CN7 �!

c1
CN9Þ; and

flow 2 selects path P4 ¼ ðCN2 �!
c1

CN5 �!
c3

CN8 �!
c4

CN10Þ,
where marks above arrows represent the channels used by
the corresponding links. Unfortunately, there is a channel
interference, marked with a star in Fig. 1b, between ‘1;4 and
‘2;5 in this routing scheme. We assume that the two flows
transmit packets at the link capacities 72.2 Mb/s. As a
result, the aggregated network throughput is about
72:2� ð1=2Þ þ 72:2� ð1=2Þ ¼ 72:2 Mb/s.

To further improve the network throughput, we reas-
sign the channel c3 to ‘2;5 and adjust channels of ‘5;8 and
‘8;10 to c4 and c3 respectively, as shown in Fig. 1c. Now, the
aggregated network throughput is maximized to
72:2þ 72:2 ¼ 144:4 Mb/s. In summary, this scenario de-
monstrates that routing in MACNets should jointly con-
siders 1) link stability prediction, and 2) co-channel
interference with both PNs and CNs in intra- and inter-
flows, to improve the network throughput.

3 NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

We firstly present a network model, and then formulate the
J-SRCA problem. Finally, we propose the channel interfer-
ence model in MACNets.

3.1 Network Model
We model a MACNet as an undirected graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ,
where V is the union of the CN set ðVCÞ and the PN set ðVP Þ

Fig. 1. Motivating scenario for J-SRCA. (a) Initial topology. (b) only stable routing. (c) joint stable routing and channel assignment.
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such that V ¼ VC

S
VP ; E is the union of EC and EP (the set

of links among CNs and PNs, respectively) such that
E ¼ EC

S
EP . Each CN u 2 VC is equipped with q cognitive

radios, as well as a traditional wireless interface, which
forms a common control channel (CCC) to transmit control
messages, such as routing packets. The CCC does not
interfere with any data channels.

We divide continuous time as a series of discrete time slots.
The available data channel set of a CN u is described as
CuðtÞ ¼ fcui ji ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; cuðtÞg in a time slot t. A pair of CNs u
and v can communicate only on a common channel
cu;vðtÞ 2u;v ðtÞ ¼ CuðtÞ

T
CvðtÞ. Note that 1) any two channels

ci and cj ði 6¼ jÞ are orthogonal; and 2) althoughCuðtÞ changes
over time, we assume thatCuðtÞ is constant during a time slot t.

For any pair of u; v 2 VC , we used du;vðtÞ ¼ ku� vk to
denote the euclidean distance between u and v in a time
slot t. A link ‘u;v is available only if kCu;vðtÞk � 1 and
du;vðtÞ � RT , where kCu;vðtÞk refers to the number of data
channels in Cu;vðtÞ; and RT is the transmission range of a
CN. In this case, u and v can communicate with each other.
Finally, two link-channels ‘cu;v and ‘c

0

u0;v0 interfere with each
other during a time slot t, marked as ‘cu;v � ‘c

0

u0;v0 , if 1) c ¼ c0;
and 2) at least one of du;u0 ðtÞ, du;v0 ðtÞ, dv;u0 ðtÞ and dv;v0 ðtÞ is no
more than the interference range RI .

3.2 J-SRCA Problem
We formulate the J-SRCA problem as follows, where the
notations are described in Table 1.

max T ¼
XK
k¼1

tfk (1)

s:t: :

IDTC
‘cu;v
fk
� IDTC

‘c
0
u;v0
fk

; 8u 2 VC ; 8v; v0 2 Nu;

8c; c0 2 Cu;vðtÞ (2)

cfku;vðtÞ 6¼ c
fk0
u0;v0 ðtÞ; 8u; v; u0; v0 2 Vc; ‘cu;v � ‘cu0;v0 ;

1rk; k0rK (3)e‘cðtÞu;v ¼ e‘cðtÞv;u ; 8u; v 2 Vc (4)

XK
k¼1

X
v2Nu

X
cðtÞ2Cu;vðtÞ

cðtÞje‘cðtÞðu;vÞ:fk ¼ 1 � q; 8u 2 Vc (5)

XK
k¼1

X
v2Nu

X
cðtÞ2Cu;vðtÞ

e‘cðtÞðv;uÞ:fk�tcv;uþtu�e‘cðtÞðu;vÞ:fk�tcu;v
� �

¼0;

8u 2 Vc (6)XK
k¼1

X
v2Nu

X
cðtÞ2CuðtÞ

e‘cðtÞðu;vÞ:fk � tcu;v þ e‘cðtÞðv;uÞ:fk � tcv;u
� �

�wu;

8u 2 Vc: (7)

Formula (1) is the optimization objective, i.e., maximiz-
ing network throughput, of the J-SRCA problem. Con-
straint (2) means that during route setup, each node u
selects the next hop v with the minimal transmission cost
for a flow fk, which guarantees ‘u;v on channel c is the best
next hop in terms of our data transmission cost model
IDTC in all candidates. Here, both v and v0 are 1-hop
neighboring nodes of u. Constraint (3) guarantees that

assigned channel c for ‘u;v does not cause inter- and intra-
flow interferences during any time slot t. Constraint (4)
requires any link is bi-directionally symmetrical. (5) guar-
antees that any node uses at most q channels simultaneous-
ly. (6) provides a flow balance for each CN. Finally, (7)
ensures the traffic load of u per unit time does not exceed
its bandwidth wu. Note that t in the above formulation
refers to time slots for both the path setup and the traffic
passing; and a data transmission session can be finished in
multiple time slots.

The J-SRCA problem is a mixed nonlinear integer prog-
ramming problem. In general, it is NP-hard. In this paper,
we will propose a heuristic algorithm for solving the above
J-SRCA problem through jointly selecting stable route
based on mobility prediction and assigning channels in an
interference-avoiding way.

3.3 Channel Interference Model

3.3.1 Channel Interference Categories
Our channel assignment scheme prohibits any potential
affect to all PNs, and minimizes the interference to CNs
that have been assigned channels. We use Pdk

sk
to denote the

route for fk. Channels channels assigned to Pdk
sk

is the set
Cdk
sk
¼ fcu;vju; v 2 Pdk

sk
; v 2 NuÞg, where cu;v is the channel

assigned to ‘u;v in Pdk
sk

. To avoid the co-channel interference,
only one link can use a given channel within the k-hop
neighborhood due to RI ¼ kRT ðk 9 1Þ. So, our channel
assignment needs to avoid interference with active nodes,
which involve in (a) data flow(s), within the k-hop
neighborhood.

Communication in MACNets suffers from both intra-flow
interference among adjacent active nodes in the same flow
and inter-flow interference among different concurrent flows.
Accordingly, active nodes can be divided as critical nodes
and normal nodes. The critical nodes cause both inter- and
intra-flow interferences while normal nodes only interfere
with an intra-flow.

Multiple data flows in MACNets may share the same
node. To facilitate channel assignment, we classify inter-
flow interferences as the following two categories.

. Disjoint flow interference (DJFI). The multiple flows
use completely different paths, without any same
node. It potentially conflicts with at most 2ðk� 1Þ
links in each inter-flow fj.

TABLE 1
Notations
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. Joint flow interference (JFI). It occurs when multiple
flows share an intermediate node. In the worst case,
2k links within k hops away from the shared node in
each inter-flow fj will be interfered.

3.3.2 Interference Graph
We propose an interference graph to capture interferences
among a link ‘u;v in fi (i.e., ‘fiu;v) and its all k� hop neigh-
boring links, as shown in Fig. 2. In our interference graph,
‘fix�hop ð‘

fj
x�hopÞ refers to the link, which is x hops away from

‘u;v, in fi ðfjÞ in the source side. Instead, ‘
0fj
x�hop is the

counterpart link in the destination side.
In Fig. 2, the white circular nodes will be assigned

channels while square nodes have been assigned channels.
Specifically, the white square node

Sk
x¼1f‘

fi
x�hopg denotes

the set of interfered links within k hops in an intra-flow fi.
The black square nodes

S
j

Sk
x¼2f‘

fj
x�hopg in Fig. 2a andS

j

Sk
x¼1f‘

fj
x�hopg in Fig. 2b refer to interfered links within k

hops in each inter-flow fj in the source side whileS
j

Sk
x¼2f‘

0fj
x�hopg and

S
j

Sk
x¼1f‘

0fj
x�hopg are the counterpart in

the destination side.
Solid lines in the interference graph reveal potentially

interferences among corresponding links while dashed
lines means there is no channel interference. Here, we
assume that (1) any existing inter-flow fj has be assigned
conflict-free channels and (2)k upstream links (i.e.,Sk
x¼1f‘

fi
x�hopg) in fi are also conflict-free. So, the goal of

channel assignment is just to remove the potential inter-
ferences captured by the solid lines in our interference
graph. A ideal channel assignment is to make all the edges
in an interference graph become dashed.

4 MOBILITY PREDICTION BASED JOINT STABLE
ROUTING AND CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT

This Section presents a link stability prediction model and a
new routing metric to quantitatively evaluate the quality of
links, then proposes the channel assignment and J-SRCA
algorithms.

4.1 Link Stability Prediction
The relative movement between u and v highly impacts the
stability of the link ‘u;v. In MACNets, it is desirable to keep
the connection of a link as long as possible. We use a
maximal lifetime MLTu;v, which refers to the time interval
from a route setup to the time when ‘u;v is lost, to measure
the stability of ‘u;v.

We predict MLTu;v in two stages. Firstly, we assume that
node mobility follows the well-known Random Waypoint
(RWP) model and calculate maximal duration Tu;v of ‘u;v. In
the second stage, we consider that nodes may arbitrarily
change their speed and direction during Tu;v, and capture
the random changes in a probability.

Let each CN be equipped with a GPS and always can
communicate with adjacent CNs on the CCC channel using
the beacon mechanism. As a result, each CN can easily
know the location, the velocity of its 1-hop neighbors. So,
we get the distance du;vðtÞ as follows.

du;vðtÞ
� �2¼ ðxuðtÞ � xvðtÞð Þ2þ yuðtÞð Þ � yvðtÞ

� �2
: (8)

‘u;v will lose when du;vðtÞ ¼ RT so that the maximal
duration Tu;v of ‘u;v can be solved through du;vðTu;vÞ ¼ RT .
Similarly, we can use the following formula to predict
the longest duration Tv;PNm

, which measures how long
v will interfere with any PNm ð1 � m �MÞ, through
dv;mðTv;PNm

Þ ¼ RI

xvðtÞ � xPNm ðtÞ
� �2þ yvðtÞ � yPNm ðtÞ

� �2¼ R2
I : (9)

If Tu;v G Tv;PNm
ð1 � m �MÞ, the node v will not affect

any PN because ‘u;v has lost before it interferes with any
PN. So, we only need to consider the case such that
Tu;v � Tv;PNm

. Existing work, e.g. PCTC [7], prohibits CNs
that enter into the interference range of any PN from
serving as a relay node. Instead, our approach allows
them to be selected as the next hop if they have the
orthogonal channel(s) different from the PN(s) affected
potentially.

In reality, however, nodes possibly change their
velocities at any time, which has been researched in
recently years. Probability-based prediction is a category
of representative approaches. In this paper, we also use
P ðTu;vÞ, the probability that ‘u;v is available before Tu;v, to
capture such random changes of nodes’ velocity. As
described in [7], [8], P ðTu;vÞ can be estimated in the
following formula.

P ðTu;vÞ � e��Tu;ve
��� þ �ð1� e��Tu;vÞ (10)

where ��1 is the mean epoch of nodes; and � and � can be
estimated by measurement.
Tu;v is the maximum time period that a link can keep if

no change in velocities happens. The P ðTu;vÞ captures pos-
sible changes in velocities that may happen during the
period Tu;v. So, we predict the maximal lifetime MLTu;v of

Fig. 2. Interference graph. (a) DJFI interference graph. (b) JFI interference graph.
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‘u;v using the formula (11), which considers random
changes in speeds and directions of nodes

MLTu;v ¼ Tu;v � P ðTu;vÞ: (11)

4.2 Routing Metric
In MACNets, the transmission cost of a link ‘u;v depends on

(1) node mobility,
(2) channel interference,
(3) workload of the relay v over a channel c, and
(4) distanceðdv;dkÞ between the relay v and the destina-

tion ðdkÞ.

Accordingly, we develop a new transmission cost model,
integrated data transmission cost (IDTC), to capture the above
factors.

IDTC
‘u;v
fk
¼ C‘u;v

MþI � 1þ bcv
Bc
v

� �
� dv;dk
du;dk

: (12)

IDTC
‘u;v
fk

is the total data transaction cost of ‘u;v for a flow

fk. C
‘u;v
MþI denotes the transmission cost caused by both the

node mobility and the channel interference. Moreover, bcv in

the formula (12) refers to the number of packets in the

sending queue for channel c in a relay v; and Bc
v is the total

size of the sending queue for c in v. The larger the
bcv
Bc
v

is, the

higher the workload in v over c is and the larger IDTC
‘u;v
fk

will become. Finally, dv;dk ðdu;dkÞ are the distance between

the candidate relay v (working node u) and the destination.

The closer to the destination the node v is, the less dv;dk=du;dk
will become.

Data transmission in MACNets greatly suffers from the
node mobility and the channel interference. We formulate
C
‘u;v
MþI as follows.

C
‘u;v
MþI ¼ C

‘u;v
M þ �C

‘u;v
I (13)

where C
‘u;v
M and C

‘u;v
I are the mobility cost and channel

interference cost of ‘u;v caused by the node mobility and the
channel interference, respectively; and � is an adjustable
coefficient that is used to adjust the weight of the mobility
cost and the channel interference cost.
C
‘u;v
M can be estimated using the formula (14). A higher

relative movement between u and v will result in a shorter
MLTu;v. And a link with higher bandwidth can transmit a
specified flow within a shorter period of time. On the other
hand, we use the formula (15) to capture the cost caused by
channel interferences to PNs and CNs.

C
‘u;v
M ¼

�

MLTu;v � wcu;v
(14)

C
‘u;v
I ¼C

‘u;v
I:PNþC

‘u;v
I:CN¼C

‘u;v
I:PNþ

X
1�i�N

C
‘u;v
I:CNi

(15)

where wcu;v ¼ minfwcu; wcvg is the available bandwidth
between u and v; � is an adjustable coefficient; and C

‘u;v
I:PN ,

C
‘u;v
I:CN and C

‘u;v
I:CNi

refer to the interference costs that ‘u;v
imposes on all PNs, CNs and CNi, respectively.

Through the experimental testing, we found that the
effective value of the above � and � depends on the node
speed; and the more quickly nodes move, the higher

weight the mobility cost has. Further, C
‘u;v
M is a main factor

in C
‘u;v
MþI when the maximal speed of mobile nodes is larger

than 20 m/s under the condition � ¼ 1. So, � can be set as
� � 2 when Vmax 9 20 m/s; otherwise, � � 1.

4.3 Channel Assignment
Our channel assignment avoids the impact to any PN and
minimizes the interference to CNs located in a k-hop
neighborhood, making full use of both channel diversity and
spatial reusability.

4.3.1 Interference Avoidance to Primary Nodes
A CN v potentially impact a set of PNs, which we define as
a potential conflict set ðCSvÞ, i.e., CSv ¼ fPNmjdv;PNm

ðtÞ �
RI AND PNm is activeg at a time slot t. More specifically,
any PNm is added into CSv only if MLTu;v �MLTv;PNm

and
PNm is using its licensed channel c

PNm
.

A CN v only can use channels in its available channel
setACSv ¼ CvðtÞ n fcPNm j8PNm 2 CSvg. In the case that
ACSv ¼ F, our J-SRCA sets C

‘u;v
I:PN ¼ 1 so that the IDTC

‘u;v
fk

becomes infinite and accordingly, the node v will be
excluded from the route selection.

4.3.2 Channel Assignment Algorithms
Channel assignment algorithms select an available channel
for the next-hop candidate v and calculate C

‘u;v
I . They are

called by our J-SRCA, described in Section 4.4, according to
v0snode types (normal and critical nodes) and interference
categories (DJFI and JFI).

(1) CANN. It assigns a channel for a normal node that only
interferes with the last k upstream links in an intra-flow.
Algorithm 1 (CANN) describes how to assign a channel cu;v
to ‘u;v in fi for a normal node v. In CANN, cfix�hop refers to the
channel assigned to the link ‘fix�hop, which is the x-hop
upstream link away from ‘u;v in fi. If a normal node does
not have x-hop ð1 � x � kÞ upstream node, cfi

x�hop
is set as �.

We always select the channel with a minimal sequence
number from available channel set C, using arg

min
C, to

improve the channel reusability.

Algorithm 1 CANN.

1: Set up CSu and CSv according to Section 4.3.1;
ACSu ¼ &CuðtÞ n c

PNm
j8PNm 2 CSu

� 	
;

ACSv ¼ &CvðtÞ n c
PNm
j8PNm 2 CSv

� 	
;

2: ifðACSv ¼ FÞfC‘u;v
I:PN ¼ 1; goto step 6; g else C

‘u;v
I:PN ¼ 0;

3: Cu;v ¼ ACSu \ACSv;
4: Cavailable ¼ Cu;v �

Sk
x¼1fc

fi
x�hopg;

5: if ðCavailable 6¼ FÞfcu;v ¼ argminCavailable;C
‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 0; g else

fcu;v ¼ argmin
Cu;v; C

‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 1; g

6: C
‘u;v
I ¼ C‘u;v

I:PN þ C
‘u;v
I:CN ;

The first three steps in CANN calculates the common
available channel set Cu;v. The step 4 excludes channels
that have been assigned to the last k upstream hops in fi
from Cu;v. If Cavailable 6¼ F, ‘u;v will be assigned a channel
with minimal number from Cavailable in step 5. In this case,
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we set up C
‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 0 because ‘u;v does not interfere with the

intra-flow fi. Otherwise, there is an intra-flow interference
and we set C

‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 1.

(2) CACrN. Algorithm 2 (CACrN) assigns a channel for
a critical node that interferes with both intra- and inter-
flows. Similar to Algorithm 1, the first three steps in the
Algorithm 2 avoid the channel conflict to PNs. The
following steps in CACrN guarantees that cu;v does not
interfere links within k hops away from ‘u;v in all inter-
flows fj ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K; j 6¼ iÞ, i.e., the black square nodes
in our interference graph in Fig. 2. Cavailable in CACrN
depends on interference categories.

. In case that fj is a JFI-interference inter-flow,

Cavailable ¼ Cu;v �
[
j

[k
x¼1

c
0fj
x�hop

; cfj
x�hop

n o
: c

fj
x�hop

ðc
0fj
x�hopÞ denote a channel assigned to ‘

fj
x�hop ð‘

0fj
x�hopÞ

that is x-hop away from v in sj ðdjÞ side in fj.
. In case that fj is a DJFI-interference inter-flow,

Cavailable ¼ Cu;v �
[
j

[k
x¼2

c
0fj
x�hop

; cfj
x�hop

n o
:

Algorithm 2 CACrN.

1: The first three steps are similar to those in CANN

2: Cavailable ¼ Cu;v �
S
jfcfjx�hop j‘

fj
x�hop

is within k hops
from ‘u;vg;

3: if ðCavailable 6¼ FÞ
if ðCavailable �

Sk
x¼1fc

fi
x�hopgÞ 6¼ FÞfcu;v ¼ argmin

ðCavailable �
Sk
x¼1fc

fi
x�hopgÞ;C

‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 0; g

else fcu;v ¼ argmin
Cavailable; C

‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 1; g

else fC‘u;v
I:CN ¼ �;

if ðCu;v �
Sk
x¼1fc

fi
x�hopgÞ 6¼ FÞ

fcu;v ¼ argmin
ðCu;v �

Sk
x¼1fc

fi
x�hopÞ; g

else fcu;v ¼ argmin
Cu;v; C

‘u;v
I:CN ¼ C

‘u;v
I:CN þ 1; gg

4: C
‘u;v
I ¼ C‘u;v

I:PN þ C
‘u;v
I:CN ;

Note that CACrN sets C
‘u;v
I:CN ¼ 1 if ‘u;v interferes with

only an intra-flow fi. When ‘u;v interferes with an inter-
flow fj, however, its channel interference cost is added
� ð� 9 1Þ through C

‘u;v
I:CN ¼ � so that a candidate v with

the inter-flow interference has a lower probability to be
selected as the next hop than the node with only the intra-
flow interference.

4.4 Joint Stable Routing and Channel
Assignment (J-SRCA)

4.4.1 Geography-Based Routing Mechanism
Our J-SRCA employs on-demand routing mechanism due
to the node mobility, which in general introduces the
flooding. To reduce routing overhead, we make full use
of geography information, like the proposals in [9], [10].
Specifically, our J-SRCA selects the next hop only within
a controlled sector region with an angle ’ towards the
destination. The sector is circled at a relay u with a radius
RT , which is illustrated in Section 1 of the supplementary

which is available in the Computer Society Digital Library
at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.
2013.216.

To control the path length, we initially set ’ ¼ 90�. The
working node u, however, possibly cannot find any next
hop v because there is no node located in the sector region
with the angle ’ ¼ 90�. In this case, the J-SRCA will
enlarge the sector region to a larger angle ’þ D’ (e.g., 30�)
step by step until it can find out the next hop. Note that
each node can detect its location and velocity by a GPS
device, and can query the location, velocity and available
channels of its 1-hop neighbors, as well as channel status
of k-hop neighboring nodes through an extended beacon
mechanism.

We employ the location query service to acquire the
geography information of destination nodes. A network is
divided into a set of equivalent grids. A grid roughly covers
the transmission range of a CN. All nodes register their
location information in the well-know location server and
autonomously update the information when they move out of
its current grid. Before a source node initiates a route setup, it
firstly queries the location server to determine location of the
destination. Then, during route setup and data transmission,
each node in the selected path appends its current location in
routing and data packets. Especially, when a relay finds its
next hop becomes unavailable during a data transmission, it
initiates our Local Route Recovery process, described in the
following, to maintain the path using the geography infor-
mation contained in data packets.

4.4.2 Hop-By-Hop Route Setup
J-SRCA protocol is initiated by a source node sk and is
executed hop by hop. The working node u that is running
J-SRCA directly determines the next hop v based on the
lowest IDTC

‘u;v
fk

until v ¼ dk.
1) Joint next-hop selection and channel assignment. A

working node u calculates the IDTC of each neighboring
node located in the sector region based on our transmission
cost model, where it calls our channel assignment algo-
rithms to estimate the channel interference cost. Based on
the transmission cost estimation, u selects the node v 2 Nu

with the lowest IDTC
‘u;v
fk

as the next hop, and at the same
time assigns a channel c

u;v
to ‘u;v. Then, u sends a route

selection and channel assignment packet (RSCAP) to v. Main
fields in the RSCAP packet include unique packet ID, unique
flow ID, 2-dimension node coordinate, selected sub-pathPu

s
k
,

assigned channelcu;v, sender and destination. Once receiving
the RSCAP packet, v becomes a new working node and it in
turn runs J-SRCA protocol and sends the updated RSCAP
packet to its next hop. Algorithm 3 describes the J-SRCA,
where the sub-path Pu

s
k

is cumulated hop by hop and
becomes a complete path P

d
k

s
k

when J-SRCA stops due to
v ¼ d

k
. Note that Pu

s
k
¼ F when sk initiates the J-SRCA.

Algorithm 3 J-SRCA.

1: IDTC½u	 ¼ 1;

2: identify set V of nodes in sector with an angle ’;

3: whileðV 6¼ �Þdo

4: set v as the first element in V;
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5: calculate mobility cost C
‘u;v
M using formula (14);

6: call CANN (CACrN) to estimate interference cost C
‘u;v
I

based on node type of v;

7: IDTC
‘u;v
fk
¼ ðC‘u;v

M þ �C
‘u;v
I Þ � ð1þ

bcv
Bc
v
Þ � dv;dk

du;dk
;

8: if ðIDTC‘u;v
fk

G IDTC½u	Þ

IDTC½u	 ¼ IDTC‘u;v
fk

; 	 ¼ v;
n o

9: V ¼ V � v;

10: end while

11: if (IDTC½u	 is still 1) f’ ¼ ’þ D’; go to step 3g
12: Pu

s
k
¼ Pu

s
k
þ 	;

13: update RSCAP with Pu
s
k

and cu;	, and send it to 	;

2) Acknowledging selected route and assigned channels. A
RSCAP packet is transferred hop by hop towards to the
destination dk. When the RSCAP packet reaches dk, dk gets
both the stable route Pdk

sk
and assigned channels Cdk

sk
for each

link in Pdk
sk

. So, dk immediately responds a route and channels
response packet (RCRP) that includes Pdk

sk
andCdk

sk
to sk via the

inverse path of Pdk
sk

. On receiving RCRP packet, sk starts
transmitting fk through Pdk

sk
on Cdk

sk
.

4.4.3 K-Hop Channel Adjustment
In the following two cases, channels need to be further
adjusted to improve the network performance.

1) Channel adjustment during a channel assignment
due to insufficient available channels in working node u.
Since our approach gives higher priority to avoiding inter-
flow channel conflict, a link may conflicts with the last k
upstream links even the latter has other available
channels. As shown in Fig. 3, e.g., we are assigning
channels for fi while fj is an existing inter-flow. The first
three links of fi have been assigned channels c1, c2, and c3,
respectively. When C runs J-SRCA to assign a channel for
‘C;E , however, it has to choose c3 to avoid the interference
with ‘H;I and ‘I;J in fj, where we let k=2 in the interference
model for the simplicity. Unfortunately, c3 interferes with
‘B;C . In this case, we adjust assigned channels within k
upstream links in fi. For the scenario in Fig. 3, channels for
last upstream links are jointly adjusted as c

C;E
¼ 3, c

B;C
¼ 2,

and c
A;B
¼ 5 so that all interferences can be avoided.

2) Channel switch during a data transmission due to PN
activation. When a PNm with a licensed channel cm
activates during data transmission, the link that was

assigned cm has to switch to another orthogonal channel
cn. cn should not interfere with inter-flow(s) fj and intra-
flow fi. Let links ‘

C;E
, ‘

B;C
and ‘

A;B
in Fig. 3 be assigned

channels 3, 2 and 5 respectively. PN5, which locates in RI of
‘A;B, starts communicating during the fi’s transmission. In
this case, we adjust channels of ‘

A;B
from c

A;B
¼ 5 to c

A;B
¼ 1.

Subsequently, the channel of ‘
si;A

will be switched from
c
si;A
¼ 1 to c

si;A
¼ 6.

4.4.4 Local Route Recovery
A (or more) link(s) ‘u;v in a selected route may become
unavailable during a data transmission due to du;vðtÞ9RT or
node crash. In AODV [11], once a link becomes broken, the
link failure message is sent back to the source node and the
latter restarts the discovery process to set up a new route.
This policy loses packets on the way and spends an extra
time on new route setup. Instead, we use a two-hop local
route recovery mechanism.

1) Link failure detection. We assume that nodes use 802.11
MAC protocol, in which a sender u will retransmit a data
frame if it does not receive an ACK from the receiver v
within a specified interval. We use the timeout mechanism
to detect the link failures. Specifically, if u does not receive
an ACK after r times (e.g., r ¼ 3) of retransmission, it makes
a decision that ‘u;v is unavailable.

2) Two-hop local path maintenance. In the routing response
process, each node in Pdk

sk
records the whole path from sk to

dk. Once u detects ‘u;v becomes unavailable, it initiates a
local routing process to find a sub-path from u to v0 next
hop (i.e., node A in Fig. 4). On receiving RCRP packet from
A, remaining data will be transmitted over a new route
(i.e., . . .! u! x! A! . . .). Otherwise, u will try again
to set up a sub-path to B (the second hop of v). In most of
link failures, our J-SRCA can success on one-hop sub-path
(i.e., PA

u ¼ hu; x;Ai in Fig. 4) maintenance in our experi-
ments. In the worst case that two-hop local sub-path (i.e, PB

u )
can not be set up, u finally reports a link failure message to
sk. sk reconstructs a totally new route between sk and dk.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We developed a simulation system, which is built on the
NS2 simulator [19] with multi-radio multi-channel exten-
sions, to comprehensively evaluate our J-SRCA protocol.

5.1 System Setup
PNs and CNs are randomly deployed and move at a
speed randomly distributed in [0, Vmax]. Channels comply
with the Two-Way Rayleigh model. Signal propagation

Fig. 3. Channel adjustment. Fig. 4. Local recovery.
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was set as Two-Ray Ground Reflection model. PNs and
CNs have the same transmission radius and interference
range. Each PN is assigned a fixed data channel and
randomly uses it.

All CNs share the same common control channel. Each
CN has multiple available data channels. In the experi-
ments, we tested different performance metrics for 500 s.
Each flow is generated through NS2-based FTP data
generator and transferred through a TCP connection. Other
parameters are listed in Table 2.

5.2 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate our J-SRCA protocol through comparing it
with the following related protocols.

. PCTC [7]. It is the most related to our J-SRCA. PCTC
selects the path with maximum duration to mitigate
rerouting frequency for performance improvement,

based on the link-availability prediction. Any pair of
neighboring nodes in a path randomly selects a
common channel for the data transmission.

. AODV [11]. This protocol is extended for multi-
channel environments. It selects a path with the least
latency. Also, links in a path randomly use available
channels.

. SR (stable routing). This is only the routing scheme
of our J-SRCA. SR selects routes only in terms of our
link stability prediction model.

We use the following six performance metrics to
evaluate the above solutions.

5.2.1 Aggregated System Throughput (AST)
We use the aggregated system throughput (AST), which is the
sum of concurrent data flows, to compare the parallel
transmission ability of our J-SRCA with the most related
PCTC in the following scenarios.

(1) Concurrent Data Flows. With the increase of concur-
rent data flows ðKÞ, AST in J-SRCA and PCTC grows up,
but with very different growth rate. Fig. 5a shows that
our J-SRCA outperforms PCTC. In particular, when K
increases up to 4, the AST in PCTC has little increase
while our J-SRCA still exhibits significant improvements.
PCTC performs a low throughput because it excludes the
nodes moving towards to any PN even the latter has other
orthogonal channels during its topology construction and
route selection. What is more important is that more

Fig. 5. Aggregated system throughput. (a) Number of flows. (b) Number of primary nodes. (c) Maximal speed. (d) Network area.

TABLE 2
System Parameters
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concurrent flows cause more serious channel interference in
PCTC, while J-SRCA can significantly mitigate the channel
interference.

(2) Primary Nodes. More PNs potentially make routes
more instable because some CNs have to give up the
channels being occupied by PNs. Fig. 5b, however,
demonstrates the significant improvement of our J-SRCA,
compared with PCTC. The high throughput of J-SRCA in
face of unexpected PNs results from flexible channel
assignment. Firstly, if a PN is active during a route setup,
our J-SRCA can select other unused channels. On the other
hand, when any PNm reactivates during a data transmis-
sion, the link that was assigned the channel c

PNm
can switch

to another channel using our k-Hop Channel Adjustment
mechanism. As a result, our J-SRCA almost does not suffer
from the increase of PNs in terms of the AST.

(3) Node Mobility. As shown in Fig. 5c, PCTC exhibits a low
throughput while our J-SRCA has a relatively stable
throughput under high mobility. The reason is our J-SRCA
jointly selects a stable next hop and assigns a interference-
free channel which PCTC lacks flexible channel assignment.

(4) Network Area. With the increase of the network area,
the AST in J-SRCA and PCTC degrades, as shown in
Fig. 5d. The reason is that the more the network area is, the
lower the CN density become and accordingly, the lower
the average duration of each link become. The J-SRCA,
however, significantly outperforms PCTC because J-SRCA

jointly selects the stable route and mitigates co-channel
interference.

5.2.2 Average End-to-End Delay
Network latency is important to delay-sensitive applica-
tions [12]. We evaluated the average end-to-end delay of all
the solutions, which represents the average duration from
sending a packet in a source node to receiving the packet
in the destination node. The following results demonstrate
how the average end-to-end delay in the four solutions
changes in different scenarios.

Average delay in AODV, SR and PCTC have higher
growth with the number of flows than that in J-SRCA, as
shown in Figs. 6a and 7a. The main reason is that the J-SRCA
assigns orthogonal channels to avoid channel conflict
during route setup and can adjust channel if a PN reac-
tivates during data transmission. Instead, AODV, SR and
PCTC lack of flexible channel assignment and channel
adjustment, which results in more data retransmissions.

When PNs start employing their channel, adjacent CNs
using these licensed channels have to give up the
transmission in AODV, SR, and PCTC, which causes
longer delay, illustrated in Figs. 6b and 7b. From Fig. 6b,
we also can see that AODV causes an increasing end-to-
end delay with more PNs. Note that PCTC exhibits a better
performance in network delay than AODV because PCTC
always selects CNs away from any PN. Our J-SRCA,
however, has a much lower and stable delay with the

Fig. 6. Average end-to-end delay in different scenarios. (a) Number of flows. (b) Number of primary nodes. (c) Maximal speed. (d) Network area.
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increase of PNs. The main reason is that our J-SRCA
always avoids using the paths and channels that interfere
with PNs.

Node mobility also affects network delay. Figs. 6c and 7c
show that for all protocols, the delay increases with the
maximal speed. This is because higher speed leads to more
data retransmission even reconstruction of the whole route.
Nevertheless, our J-SRCA exhibits the best performance in
network delay. The reason is that J-SRCA always selects
stable links and assigns the interference-avoiding channels,
together with a channel adjustment mechanism during data
transmission.

With the increase of network area, PCTC, AODV and SR
exhibit higher average delay than the J-SRCA, as shown in
Figs. 6d and 7d. An interesting phenomenon is that average
delay in AODV drops when network area is larger than
1250 m � 1250 m, which is caused by the fact that with the
increase of network area, AODV averagely needs less hops
for a data transmission session. Note that our average end-
to-end delay metric only covers the packets received
successfully by their destination nodes.

5.2.3 Packet Loss Ratio (PLR)
We define the packet loss ratio (PLR) as the rate of all the
dropped packets in the network to the total packets sent
from all source nodes during the given testing period.

The experimental results show that the PLR in all the
solutions grows up as the number of flows increases.
Fig. 8a, however, reveals that the J-SRCA has a lower PLR
than AODV and SR. The reason is that our J-SRCA can

mitigate the interference through assigning channels in the
interference-avoiding way. Next, from Fig. 8b, we can find
that J-SRCA has a relatively stable PLR while PLR in both
AODV and SR significantly grows up with more PNs. The
reason is that our J-SRCA can find an available channel
different from the ones licensed for potential conflict
primary nodes for each link. Instead, AODV and SR have
to give up data transmission when CNs move to the RI of
potential conflict primary nodes.

Higher node mobility results in more packet loss due to
more route failures, demonstrated in Fig. 8c. J-SRCA,
however, has a significant improvement because it experi-
ences much less route failures than AODV. Moreover, PLR
in SR is always higher than that in J-SRCA because SR
suffers from more channel conflicts. Finally, with the
increase of network area, average distance between CNs
becomes longer. As a result, the duration of links signi-
ficantly decreases and routes need to be reconstructed
more often, resulting in higher PLR, shown in Fig. 8d. Our
J-SRCA, however, still outperforms over AODV and SR in
terms of the PLR.

5.2.4 Routing Overhead (RoH)
We also use routing overhead (RoH), which is the ratio of
the number of routing packets to the number of both
routing and data packets, to evaluate the efficiency of our
J-SRCA for route setup. From Fig. 9, we can find that our
J-SRCA and SR have much lower routing overhead than
AODV under not only more flows and PNs but also
higher mobility and lager network area. The reason is

Fig. 7. Delay comparison between J-SRCA and PCTC. (a) Number of flows. (b) Number of primary nodes. (c) Maximal speed. (d) Network area.
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that both J-SRCA and SR select stable routes which can
keep a longer duration while AODV needs more routing
reconstruction. In any case, J-SRCA outperforms a little
than SR because the SR often has to abandon routes due
to the appearance of PNs. On the other hand, RoH in
AODV drops when network area is lager than 1000 m �
1000 m, as shown in Fig. 9d. It results from the fact that
the CN density become low when the network area
exceeds 1000 m � 1000 m, and as a consequence, many
flooding messages are lost because many CNs cannot
directly communicate. In other words, sparse node
density limits many flooding packets so that there are
relatively less routing packets during a route setup under
lager network area.

5.2.5 Average Path Duration
To verify the path stability of our approach, we tested and
compared the path duration among J-SRCA, PCTC and
AODV, where paths selected by the three protocols were
set the same source and destination nodes. In this paper,
the path duration Dp refers to the interval from the end of
route setup to the time whenever any link becomes broken.
Essentially, Dp is the lifetime of the most instable link such
that Dp ¼ minfD‘ig, where D‘i is the duraiton of any link ‘i
in the selected path.

Path duration is greatly dependent on node mobility
and network size. The results in Fig. 10 illustrates that our
J-SRCA performs longer path duration than PCTC and
AODV. So, paths selected by our J-SRCA is more stable
than that by PCTC and AODV because the J-SRCA not only

chooses the stable links, but also flexibly assigns and
adjusts channels.

5.2.6 Average Path Length
For a pair of specified source and destination nodes, too
many hops between them generally degrade network
performance. The path length refers to hops in the paths
selected by the three protocols, with the same source and
target nodes in our experiments. We tested average path
length in the J-SRCA, AODV and PCTC.

As illustrated in Fig. 11, our J-SRCA exhibits only more
8 percent average hops than AODV and less average hops
than PCTC. AODV protocol in general selects the shortest
path. So, our J-SRCA does not introduce more hops,
compared with AODV and PCTC. The reason is that during
route setup, our J-SRCA selects the next relay within a
controlled sector towards the specified destination.

Based on the above experimental results, we can
conclude that our J-SRCA is able to adapt well to mobile
cognitive networks.

6 RELATED WORK

Most related researches focus on static networks [4], [9], [13],
[14], [15]. Although other proposals were designed for
mobile networks, they either do not consider channel vaca-
tion to PNs, or set up routes and assign channels separately
[16], [17], [18]. Moreover, interference graph also was re-
searched by related work [19], [20]. Details can be found in
Section 2 of the supplementary available online.

Fig. 8. Packet loss ratio in different scenarios. (a) Number of flows. (b) Number of primary nodes. (c) Maximal speed. (d) Network area.
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the J-SRCA protocol that jointly selects stable
route and assigns interference-avoiding channels for
MACNets. Firstly, we developed a transmission cost metric
IDTC that captures the link stability, channel interference
with PNs and CNs, node workload and path length. We,
then, proposed the interference graph for efficient channel
assignment and designed channel assignment algorithms.
Finally, we proposed the J-SRCA protocol. Advantages over
existing works, our approach jointly optimizes route
stability and channel assignment based on the mobility
prediction. Comprehensive experiment results demon-

strate that our J-SRCA significantly improves various net-
work performances, especially in face of more primary nodes
and higher node mobility. As a part of our future work, we are
going to investigate how to theoretically analyze and proof
J-SRCA problem and further optimize the solution.
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